Cataloging
What is Cataloging?
The word ‘catalog’ has been derived from the Greek expression ‘kata logos’. It means a
list, register or complete enumeration of something. It has now come to mean a list of
something’s, systematically arranged in alphabetical or other order.


A catalog is a systematic list of items or records of the same type

Why use a catalog?




Ensure material should be well organised so that people can find easily
To recognise and read a bibliographic record
For creating metadata (data about data) representing information resources

Cataloging involves publishing detailed metadata in an on-line searchable catalog to
make data discoverable. Cataloging also provides information such as creator names,
titles, and subject terms that describe resources, typically through the creation
of bibliographic records. The records serve as proxies for the stored information
resources.
To “catalog” a dataset or information about a data collection involves several
interrelated processes. Cataloguing is the process of creating metadata representing
information resources, such as datasets. To enable a person to find a particular dataset
interested users must be properly informed about the existence and characteristics of
the datasets available. Many potential users have very little if any information about the
available datasets. Good metadata must be made available, preferably in the form of a
searchable on-line catalog.
Why catalog?
 Many surveys are conducted but remain hidden to potential users. By creating
central repositories and maintaining on-line searchable catalogs of data and
metadata, data archives contribute to make existing data more visible.
 Metadata should be easily accessible and should contain information about the
title, content, geographic context, timeliness, availability and accessibility of each
resource.
 Documenting data using international XML metadata standards such as the DDI
and Dublin Core make cataloguing considerably easier and more powerful. DDIcompliant catalogs can be shared with the data archive community, increasing
the visibility of existing data.
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The Pacific Data Hub – Microdata Library is a directory of information about
particular data sets, files, or a database. Each data collection or ‘study’ contained
within the Pacific Data Hub Microdata Library has an individual catalog record. The
aim of which is to provide users with enough information to enable them to decide if
a particular study will be suitable for their requirements. It describes where a data set
or database entity is located and may also include other information, such as the
type data set and contents of the file being stored.
The Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library is also a service established to facilitate
access to microdata that provide information about people living in Pacific Island
countries and territories, their institutions, their environment, their communities and the
operation of their economies.

The Pacific Data Hub-Microdata Library utilises the National Data Archive (NADA)
cataloguing software application to disseminate survey microdata and metadata. This
application allows researchers to go online and browse, search, compare, apply for data
access and download relevant metadata and microdata. It is a collaborative effort by
data producers, curators and users.
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The Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library is catalogued, which supports data discovery,
with users able to search for items by country, topic, variable and many other
characteristics. The catalog also includes a bibliography of publications that have used
datasets in the catalog. The bibliography includes citations of these works such as
journal articles, books, book chapters, working papers, dissertations, conference papers
and unpublished manuscripts.
The objective of Pacific Data Hub Microdata Library is to provide easy access to data
and documentation in a format most convenient for users. A survey catalog provides
tools for:


Finding the dataset most appropriate to the user’s needs. This may be simple
when the number of microdata files is small. But, as the number of files
increases, a tool that can search data files at the variable level becomes
essential.



Evaluating information that has been identified to ensure compatibility with the
researcher’s needs, e.g., the universe, concepts, and definitions employed in the
survey. This role is supported by the metadata used to document the file.



Accessing the data by involving an extraction and/or some type of delivery
system. Commonly, such files can be delivered via a website/portal to deliver the
data via download.



Using the data. There is no such thing as a single tool for researchers to
undertake their analytical work. Researchers prefer data available in a variety of
formats so they can use tools of their choice. Typically, these include formats for
SPSS, STATA, SAS, and ASCII.

The Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library also includes datasets from other international
organisations, statistical agencies and other agencies. The bulk of microdata in the
Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library have been collected through sample surveys of
households, business establishments or other facilities from Pacific Island National
Statistical Office’s (NSOs). Datasets may also originate from population, housing or
agricultural censuses or through an administrative data collection process.
The Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library is comprised of a number of collections. These
collections can be browsed and searched individually or centrally from the collections
catalog. All data and surveys within the Microdata Library are documented in
compliance with international standards and practices.
Compliance with the international standards such as the Data Documentation Initiative
(DDI) standard makes it considerably easier. Open source DDI compliant cataloging
applications already exist such as the
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Our aim is to provide access to as much information as possible, free of charge, to all
users. In some situations, however, especially where the datasets have been provided
to SPC by other agencies, the ownership of the data remains with that agency and there
may be some limitations on how they can be accessed and used. More information on
this can be found in our Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library Terms of Use.

Organisation of datasets in Pacific Data Hub Microdata Library
All of the datasets are organized according to their data characteristics. Users can
search these data sets using intuitive search interface of the Microdata Library to find
and locate their desired data sets or information related to the data sets. Users can also
search the Microdata Library that facilitates users to search by title, creator, keywords,
description, subject, coverage, series or identifier.

Figure 1. To be published, datasets are typically deposited in a repository like the Pacific Data
Hub – Microdata Library to make them available, documented to support reproduction and
reuse and assigned an identifier to facilitate citation.
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Characteristics of a good catalog
In this section, we describe the main characteristics of a good data cataloging system,
from the point of view of both the data user and catalog administrator, and describe free
tools for developing and managing an on-line survey catalog.
What makes a good catalog? The user point of view
Complies with international metadata standard. International XML metadata standards
such as the DDI and the Dublin Core considerably facilitate the production and
maintenance of such catalogs.
Is web-based to facilitate discovery.
Provides rich metadata, including at the variable level. Survey catalogs become
particularly relevant and powerful when the survey metadata provides not only a
detailed description of the survey itself (with information on title, primary investigator,
sampling, date of data collection, topics, geographic coverage, etc.), but also of each
variable with information on variable name and label, categories, literal question,
interviewer’s instructions, and definitions.
Is searchable within all relevant fields of the study. Within the DDI framework, this
means the catalog should be searchable within both the study (title, year, country,
organization) and variable (variable name, variable label, variable value label)
description fields. The catalog should provide user-friendly full text search
functionalities.
Provides clear information on the policies and procedures for accessing the data.
Provides a list and direct access to reference materials (questionnaires, manuals,
reports).
Includes a “search by topic” compliant with a standard taxonomy of topics. To facilitate
the exchange of information among catalogs, the data archive community has
developed a thesaurus to describe the topics covered by the datasets listed in their
respective catalogs. A thesaurus is a set of terms or concepts used to describe objects
like datasets, variables, books, etc. The terms in a thesaurus are normally organized as
a hierarchy, with broader terms being parents to narrower terms. Usually, a thesaurus
will include parallel terms and synonyms, allowing users to find what they are looking
for, even when they are not using the preferred terms. Many archives use a thesaurus
when adding keywords at the study level or concepts at the variable level. The use of a
thesaurus will encourage consistency by ensuring that the same terms are selected
when describing identical objects. Moreover, if users have access to the thesaurus
when searching for data, there is a greater chance that they will use terms and concepts
that return the most relevant list of hits. An example of the use of a thesaurus is the
catalog maintained by the Council of European Social Science Data Archives
(CESSDA), an umbrella organization for social science data archives across Europe.
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Is capable of displaying the results of searches quickly, even in large catalogs. This
implies an efficient indexing system.
Provide a means to compare catalog items. This is useful in comparing variables in
standardized surveys or surveys for which multiple versions of the same study have
been uploaded.
Provides easily visible information on access policies for each study. For example, it will
indicate whether the microdata are available and, if so, provide clear instructions on
how to obtain them.
Provide good on-screen help for users.
Provide a means to link catalog items to external web site resources as well as to allow
the attaching of additional information, such as bibliographic references to publications
that have used the study.
What makes a good catalog? The administrator's point of view
Provides a secure environment for storing and sharing data and metadata.
Provides tools to manage the microdata access process. This ranges from automated
approval for microdata with no access restrictions, to systems for managing and
processing applications for which vetting is required before access is granted.
Provides a solution for sharing public use files and licensed files.
Provides a secure means for sharing microdata and documentation, thus increasing
end-user access.
Collects information on uses and users of the catalog: data downloaded, and, where
required, the purpose for which data are used. Such records are useful for the sponsors
of studies, as they provide a means to gauge the use of the microdata. Such records
are also useful to users, as they ensure users are informed when new versions of the
data are published or when changes are made to studies they have downloaded.

Documentation and Metadata
One important element of cataloging is metadata and data documentation. Metadata is
often defined literally, as data about data, which refers to the information used to describe
an item's attributes in a standardised format e.g. the author's name and title of a book in
a library catalogue. Metadata can be used to describe physical items as well as digital
items in many different forms, from free text (such as readme files) to standardised,
structured, machine-readable content.
Without names, abstracts, keywords, and other important metadata element it might be
difficult for a researcher to locate specific datasets and variables. Any cataloguing and
resource location system—whether manual or digital—is based on metadata.
Without proper descriptions of the survey design and the methods used when collecting
and processing the data, the risk is high that the user will misunderstand and even misuse
them.
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To know whether data are useful for a research project, researchers need information
about the data collection standards, as well as any deviations from the planned standards.
Metadata is key to ensuring that resources will survive and continue to be accessible into
the future through:






Aid resource discovery
Organise electronic resources
Promote interoperability
Provide digital identification
Support archiving and preservation

Appropriate storage of documentation and metadata is just as important as the storage
of the research data itself, as the metadata provides a descriptive meaning to raw
research data. Metadata can be made available without sharing the dataset
Documentation contains detailed questionnaires, technical documents, other
accompanied materials used in the survey process and reports that describe the key
results of the study. Users can view/download these materials and reports for their use.
For the documentation of datasets, the Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library has
adopted the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) metadata standard. The DDI is an
international XML based standard for microdata documentation. Its aim is to provide a
straightforward means of recording and communicating to others all the salient
characteristics of micro-datasets. The DDI specification permits all aspects of a survey
to be described in detail: the methodology, responsibilities, files and variables. It
provides a structured and comprehensive list of hundreds of elements and attributes
that may be used to document a dataset. We also comply with the XML Dublin Core
Metadata Specification (DCMI) for documenting external resources (questionnaires,
reports, programs, e.t.c)

Useful reference sources for cataloguing
Selected data archive websites
–

UK Data Archive: www.data-archive.ac.uk

–

Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research www.icpsr.umich.edu

–

Australia Social Science Data Archive (ASSDA): http://assda.anu.edu.au/

International initiatives
–

International Association for Social Science Information Service and Technology (IASSIST): www.iassistdata.org

–

Council of European Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA): http://www.cessda.org/

–

International Household Survey Network (IHSN): www.ihsn.org

–

African Association of Statistics Data Archives (AASDA): www.aasda.net

International metadata standards
–

Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) alliance: www.ddialliance.org

–

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI): http://dublincore.org/

–

UK Charity Commission: http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/ Environmental Information Data
Centre: https://gateway.ceh.ac.uk/

–

ESRC web portal: http://www.esrc.ac.uk/

–
–
–

Digital Curation Center Disciplinary Metadata.
UK Data Archive. Documenting Your Data
Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (2012). Guide to Archiving Social Science Data for Institutional
Repositories [pdf]. 1st edition.
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Publishing a New Documentation on the PDH
Steps involved in cataloging Pacific Island microdata
Once a documentation is fully completed – from Document Description to External
Resources – the loop can be looped by uploading the .xml and .rdf on the NADA Library.
The following steps are showing how to publish your documentation on the Pacific Data
Hub - Microdata Library (PDL) of the Pacific Community:
1) Exporting .xml and .rdf files from NESSTAR;
2) Login in to the PDL;
3) Importing your .xml and .rdf files on the PDL;
4) Generating the PDF report on the PDL;
5) Uploading your External Resources that will be linked on the PDL;
6) Publish the documentation.
1) Exporting .xml and .rdf files from NESSTAR: First thing you have to do is to use
NESSTAR to export your FULLY completed documentation in .xml (containing the
documentation of the Document & Study descriptions + Dataset) and .rdf (contains
the External Resources documentation) formats via the “Documentation-ExportExport DDI to all Dublin Core” menu. These are the supported formats by NADA to
publish your documentation.
2) Login in to the Pacific Data Hub - Microdata Library: Then go to the Pacific Data Hub
- Microdata Library website (https://microdata.pacificdata.org/index.php/home) and click on
“Login” on the top right of your screen. Enter your login details (note that you may
need to “Register” first to have a valid password) and click on “Site Administration”
on the top right of the screen once again. You should now have the following screen:
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3) Importing your .xml and .rdf files on the PDL: Go now in “Studies-Manage studies”
on the top left of the screen and choose the country you want to add a new study for.
After that, click on “Add study” on the top right of the screen then add your newly
exported .xml and .rdf files:

4) Generating the PDF report on PDL: You have now created a new study, to make it
valid to be published, you still have a few more steps to complete. The first thing to
be done is to generate our PDF report - showcasing a full summary of our
documentation - click on “Generate PDF” under “Metadata in PDF”.
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Once you have clicked on that, enter “PDL” as “Website title” and select all three
options in “Report options” like featured on the image below, as we want all three
options to be displayed in our report:

5) Uploading your External Resources: Click on “Upload files” in “Manage files” to
upload all the documents that you have included in the “External Resources” of your
documentation. That way, they will be downloadable on the PDL:
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You can drag all the files in this window or simply click on “Add files” and select
them. Please note that you will have to select the files that you have linked in your
documentation, or it will not work (also make sure there is not a non-supported
character in the title of the document e.g.: “?”, “/”, “&”…). Then once all the files in
your External Resources are selected, click on “Start Upload”:

All your files will now be present in the “Manage files” window. Click now on
“External Resources” and on “Link Resources”. You will notice that there is now a
green sign next to each document, which means that all documents are linked and

downloadable in the catalogue:
6) Publish the documentation: Your documentation is now complete and can be
published by clicking on “Unpublished” next to “Status”:
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Congratulations! Your documentation is now published! You can check if everything
seems correct in the Catalogue!
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